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a b s t r a c t
We study the general-equilibrium effects of the corporate debt tax shield in an endowment economy with
a redistributive tax system that taxes ﬁrm proﬁts and household income and redistributes tax revenues
in an attempt to harmonize households’ lifetime consumption opportunities. In general equilibrium, the
debt tax shield not only affects corporate capital structure and valuation but also causes poorer households to consume more and save less at a younger age. Without the debt tax shield, the same welfare
improvements for poorer households are achievable with signiﬁcantly lower tax rates.
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1. Introduction
Since the pioneering work of Modigliani and Miller (1958), understanding companies’ capital structure decisions and their implications has grown to one of the most important areas of study in
ﬁnancial economics. Especially, the impact of the tax deductibility of companies’ interest expenses, the corporate debt tax shield,
has caught a large amount of attention. Despite all the progress
that has been made in understanding the implications of corporate taxation and how the debt tax shield affects corporate capital structure, little is known about how the debt tax shield affects
households’ consumption-investment strategies.
Theoretical studies on the debt tax shield have focused on determining the value of the debt tax shield and optimal corporate
leverage in partial equilibrium where taxes paid are treated as
deadweight losses. To the best of our knowledge, this paper is the
ﬁrst to show that the debt tax shield is not only important for
corporate valuation, but – via the government budget constraint
– also affects household’s consumption-investment decisions. To
document this effect, it is important to work in general equilibrium and to specify how the government uses its tax revenues,
∗
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because government spending typically affects households’ budget constraints. The investigation of these effects in an analytically
solvable general-equilibrium model is the main contribution of our
paper.
The debt tax shield has recently garnered renewed interest
in both theoretical and empirical work. Empirical work, including (MacKie-Mason, 1990; Graham, 1996, 1999; Gordon and Lee,
2001; Hovakimian et al., 2001; Bell and Jenkinson, 2002; Graham and Lucker, 2006; Becker et al., 2013; Longstaff and Strebulaev, 2014; Devereux et al., 2015; Doidge and Dyck, 2015; Faccio
and Xu, 2015; Heider and Ljungqvist, 2015; Faulkender and Smith,
2016; Ljungqvist et al., 2017), documents that companies’ capital structure decisions are signiﬁcantly affected by taxes and the
debt tax shield. Graham (20 0 0), Kemsley and Nissim (2002), and
vanBinsbergen et al. (2010) estimate that the value of the debt tax
shield accounts for around 10% of ﬁrm values. Schepens (2016) argues that tax shields therefore can be an important policy
tool for, e.g., bank regulators. DeAngelo and Roll (2015) and
Graham et al. (2015) document the evolution of leverage ratios
over time, Korajczyk and Levy (2003) and Halling et al. (2016) over
the business cycle, and Fan et al. (2012) and Öztekin (2015) examine cross-country differences. None of these papers, however, investigates how the debt tax shield affects households’
consumption-investment decisions. The absence of such empirical
investigation may reﬂect the lack of industrialized countries that
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have not implemented the debt tax shield, which renders an empirical analysis diﬃcult and a theoretical approach more appealing.
Given the current worldwide trend of lowering corporate tax
rates, the debt tax shield is an important policy tool that can,
e.g., be used to reduce the loss of corporate tax revenue due to
lower statutory corporate tax rates. The investigation of the implications of such policies for corporate capital structure, valuation,
and households’ consumption-investment decisions are the focus
of our work. Adding to this, the debt tax shield and the overall issue of discriminatory taxation between equity and debt has been
on the political agenda for some time. It is the subject of analysis and discussion within the European Union, OECD and other
international organizations. Different initiatives to reduce the discriminatory taxation have been proposed under various names like,
e.g., ACE (“Allowance for Corporate Equity”) and CBIT (“Comprehensive Business Income Tax”). Analyses of such potential policy
initiatives are found in, e.g., Fatica et al. (2013), de Mooij and Devereux (2011), and Spengel et al. (2016). The recent ATA directive
(Commission, 2016) from the European Union, limiting the ability
to deduct interest payments to 30% of EBITDA, constitutes an actual policy initiative.
Governments often spend huge amounts on welfare programs
to reduce inequality and to improve the living standards of poorer
households. For instance, the amount spent on income and social
security by the U.S. government has increased rapidly in the past,
amounting to more than USD 1.4 trillion or 7% of the GDP in 2016,
and it is expected to increase further. In European countries, this
fraction tends to be even higher; the biggest European economies,
France, Germany, and Italy, for instance, each spent more than 25%
of their GDP on social transfers in 2016.
In this paper, we consider a Lucas tree economy with a representative ﬁrm. Households earn income from investing in risk-free
assets and risky equity, entitling them to the dividends from the
Lucas tree. The government taxes household income and ﬁrm profits and redistributes tax revenues in an attempt to reduce disparities in lifetime consumption opportunities among households that
differ in their ﬁnancial endowments.1 That is, poorer households
receive more in transfers than they pay in taxes. Poorer households
thus beneﬁt from the redistribution mechanism by attaining consumption shares exceeding their initial share of the Lucas tree.
Even though at ﬁrst glance, the debt tax shield may appear
somewhat dissociated from redistribution of wealth among households, it has a ﬁrst-order effect via the following mechanism:
Whether the debt tax shield applies or not affects the corporate tax base and thus the government’s tax revenues. The government’s tax revenues, however, are instrumental for its ability
to pay out transfer income, i.e., for the redistribution of wealth
among households. In other words, via the government’s budget
constraint, the debt tax shield has a ﬁrst-order effect on redistributions among households.
The endogenous response of corporate leverage to tax incentives is the key to understand the general equilibrium implications
of the debt tax shield. If the tax burden on ﬁrm proﬁts paid out
to households as interest is lower than that paid out as dividend,
there is a tax advantage to debt ﬁnancing and an incentive for the
ﬁrm to operate with leverage, otherwise the ﬁrm remains unlevered. Whether the tax burden on ﬁrm proﬁts paid out to households as interest is lower than that paid out as dividend depends
on the relation between the different tax rates and whether the
debt tax shield applies or not.

In partial equilibrium, where taxes paid to the government are
deadweight losses, households’ budget constraints are not affected
by government spending and households’ consumption shares are
independent of whether the debt tax shield applies or not. In general equilibrium, the debt tax shield reduces the tax burden on
interest income and thus overall tax revenues. This reduction in
tax revenues has to be made up for by a reduction in government spending; i.e., a reduction in transfers paid out, or by an increase in tax rates. Keeping tax rates constant, our model predicts
that the debt tax shield heavily affects households’ consumptioninvestment strategies. Consequently, partial and general equilibrium models lead to different predictions about how the debt
tax shield affects households’ consumption shares and portfolio
strategies. Hence, it is important to investigate the implications of
the debt tax shield for household behavior in general equilibrium,
where the effects of ﬁscal policy on households’ budget constraints
are accounted for.
Tax revenues depend on the evolution of the economy and
are therefore subject to macroeconomic risk. Consequently, transfer income is subject to macroeconomic risk. Poorer households as
net recipients of transfer income therefore reduce their exposures
to equity. In addition, these households save less at a younger
age given the higher future transfers. These effects are more pronounced when the debt tax shield does not apply. In line with
what has been excessively documented in the literature in partial
equilibrium, our model conﬁrms that, also in general equilibrium,
a debt tax shield implies incentives to increase corporate leverage
and thereby increase the value of the ﬁrm, since a debt tax shield
implies that a larger share of future output remains for equity
holders. This is so despite the fact that in an endowment economy model the level and the dynamics of output from the Lucas
tree is unaffected by the capital structure.2
Other papers working with a similar redistributive tax system are Sialm (2006), Fischer and Jensen (2015), and Pástor and
Veronesi (2016, 2017). Sialm (2006) focuses on the impact of a
stochastic consumption tax on corporate valuation. Fischer and
Jensen (2015) explore the impact of household income taxation
on optimal equity exposures when households differ by income.
Pástor and Veronesi (2016) investigate how skill, risk aversion,
and investment risk affect income inequality among households.
Pástor and Veronesi (2017) investigate the implications of different
political parties redistributional policies on households’ voting behavior. This paper takes a different stand in this line of research by
(1) accounting for corporate leverage and the debt tax shield, (2)
by including the taxation of company proﬁts, and (3) by allowing
for different tax rates on interest and equity income.
Another paper that also investigates the implications of the corporate debt tax shield, but has a different focus than our work
is Glover et al. (2015). Glover et al. (2015) investigate the impact
of the debt tax shield on corporate leverage, corporate defaults,
and credit spreads. However, their work is conducted in a general equilibrium framework in the sense that there is no government and hence, taxes paid are not accounted for. Their model predicts that removing an existing debt tax shield increases the corporate default frequency and leads to higher average credit spreads.
Our work complements (Glover et al., 2015) by investigating the
general-equilibrium implications of the debt tax shield for households’ consumption-investment decisions.
This paper contributes to what (Fama, 2011) calls one of the
big open challenges in ﬁnancial economics: understanding the implications of corporate taxation. Our work extends the literature

1
Piketty and Saez (2003), Atkinson et al. (2011), Alvaredo et al. (2013), and
others document growing inequality, which has led both researchers, such as
Piketty (2014), but also Main Street, such as the Occupy Wall Street movement, to
call for redistribution.

2
The property that the output process is unaffected by the choice of capital
structure is one of the critical assumptions in the capital structure literature and the
Modigliani-Miller propositions. See also Rubinstein (2003) and Giesecke and Goldberg (2004) for illuminating discussions.
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in various dimensions. First, it shows that the debt tax shield not
only affects corporate leverage and valuation, but also households’
consumption-investment strategies. Without the debt tax shield,
corporate proﬁts are lower, implying lower consumption shares for
richer households as the main shareholders. Simultaneously, without the debt tax shield, tax revenues are higher, which means that
net transfer income for poorer households that receive more in
transfers than they pay in taxes is higher. Consequently, their consumption shares of aggregate output increase. Second, the debt tax
shield affects households’ investment strategies. Without the debt
tax shield, poorer households save less at a younger age to account
for higher future transfer income. Third, when removing existing
debt tax shields, governments could signiﬁcantly reduce tax rates
without reducing poorer households’ welfare levels.
The paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 introduces our
general-equilibrium model, while Section 3 provides its solution in
closed form. Next, in Section 4, we illustrate the quantitative implications of the debt tax shield on the ﬁrm value and households’
consumption-investment strategies. Section 5 concludes the paper.
2. A general-equilibrium model with debt tax shield
2.1. The economy
We consider an economy populated with n households and a
ﬁnancial market in which three assets are traded. First, households
can trade a locally risk-free, one-period bond paying a pretax return of rt from time t to t + 1. This asset comes in zero net supply.
That is, if some households want to hold a long position in that
asset, the market equilibrium has to bring about an interest rate
that makes other households willing to issue such an asset. Second, households can invest in one-period corporate bonds issued
by the representative ﬁrm (the Lucas tree) which makes up the
production sector.
We adopt the Modigliani and Miller (1958) framework in which
the representative ﬁrm can only issue bonds up to a limit where
there is no risk of bankruptcy. Hence, corporate bonds are perfect
substitutes for the risk-free bond traded among households and
therefore bear the same yield.3
Third, households can trade risky equity that entitles them to
the ﬁrm’s dividend payments in proportion to their equity shares.
For simplicity and without loss of generality, we assume that the
aggregate supply of equity is normalized to one unit.
The company’s aggregate production or aggregate output at
time t, Ot , is a perishable fruit from the Lucas tree (Lucas, 1978). In
our endowment economy setting, aggregate production is exogenously given and can be affected by neither household saving nor
by government policy.4 We assume that the gross growth of aggregate output from one period to the next is given by independent
copies of a discrete random variable G, with M possible equally
likely realizations Gm , where G1 > G2 > . . . > GM .5 Hence, aggregate output at the initial date t = 0 can be normalized to O0 = 1
without loss of generality.
2.2. Household preferences
Each household maximizes its present discounted expected
utility from consumption subject to its intertemporal budget

3
In Section 3.1, we provide a formal criterion on corporate leverage ensuring this
condition.
4
This is backed empirically by Grant et al. (2010), who only ﬁnd a weak relationship between redistributive taxation and aggregate consumption.
5
The assumption that the M possible growth rates of the production process
have equal probability is made to avoid an excessive use of notation. Our results
readily generalize to the case with unequal probabilities.
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constraint. Households have time-additive constant relative risk
aversion utility functions with common risk aversion parameter
γ > 0:
N


U (C0, j ) +



ρ t E0 U (Ct, j ) , j = 1, 2, . . . , n,

(1)

t=1

where ρ denotes the households’ common time preference parameter and the utility from a consumption of C is given by:



U (C ) =

C 1−γ
1 −γ

if
ln (C ) if

γ = 1
γ = 1.

(2)

Households differ by their initial ﬁnancial endowments. For
simplicity, we assume that households initially hold identical
shares of equity and company debt, and denote household j’s initial
n
equity share by α0−, j > 0, j = 1, . . . , n with
j=1 α0−, j = 1. There
are initially no open positions in the risk-free bond traded among
households. Hence, α0−, j simultaneously determines household j’s
pre-tax share of output at time t = 0 and its share of the aggregate
initial endowment in the economy.
In this standard asset pricing and asset allocation model it is
well known that households do not have any incentive to trade
with each other nor issue bonds, and their consumption and equity shares correspond to their initial endowments. Essentially, all
households are identical up to a scaling factor, and all households
want to hold a position in the stock market corresponding to their
initial endowment. Despite that ﬁnancial markets are incomplete
in the sense that a complete set of state-contingent claims cannot be constructed from the given stock and bond market, it is
effectively complete in the sense that the conditions for an unconstrained Pareto optimal allocation can be obtained. Asset prices
are determined by the use of a representative agent with the same
utility function, and the risk neutral measure can be derived from
the marginal utilities of the representative agent.
2.3. The redistributive tax system
We now introduce a government and a taxation and redistribution mechanism that implies heterogeneity among households,
which leads to active trading in ﬁnancial markets and also have
asset pricing and asset allocation implications. Table 1 summarizes
the notation and variables used in this paper.
In line with one of its central roles, we assume that the government seeks to reduce disparities in lifetime consumption opportunities among households. To that end, it imposes taxes on the
company’s proﬁt at rate τ C , households’ dividend and capital gains
at rate τ E , and households’ interest from bond holdings at rate
τ B . The government implements a linear redistributive tax system
where each household receives an identical share of tax revenues.
That is, poorer households pay less in taxes than they receive in
transfer income. These households are therefore net recipients of
transfer income, whereas richer households are net contributors to
the system. The linear redistributive tax system reduces the disparity among households by shrinking the initial consumption shares
before tax towards a more equal distribution. In this way, the initial ranking of households with respect to their distribution of consumption shares remains unchanged by the redistribution mechanism. Such linear redistributive tax systems are commonly used in
the public ﬁnance literature. Their use dates back to the work of
Romer (1975) and Meltzer and Richard (1981) and has later been
used, among others, in Alesina and Angeletos (20 05), Sialm (20 06),
Fischer and Jensen (2015), and Pástor and Veronesi (2016, 2017).6

6
In Fischer and Jensen (2015) the linear redistributive taxation system is the result of optimizing a government objective function.
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Table 1
Deﬁnition of variables.
Variable

Description

ρ
γ
α0−, j
α t, j
β t, j
δ t, j
δta

The households’ common utility discount factor
The households’ common relative risk aversion coeﬃcient
Household j’s initial endowment
Household j’s share of aggregate investments in the production process at time t
Number of units of risk-free asset held by household j from time t to t + 1
Number of units of corporate bonds held by household j from time t to t + 1
Number of corporate bonds outstanding from time t to t + 1
Firm’s leverage ratio
Household j’s consumption at time t
Tax rate applicable to household income from equity
Tax rate applicable to household income from bonds
Corporate tax rate
Corporate tax rate applicable to a ﬁrm’s interest payments
Gross risk-free rate from time t to t + 1
Output from Lucas tree at time t (exogenously given)
Taxable corporate income at time t
Dividend from Lucas tree at time t
Value of the ﬁrm’s equity at time t
Value of the ﬁrm at time t
Gross growth factor of output O from time t − 1 to t, Gt = Ot /Ot−1
Gross risk-free rate after tax from time t to t + 1 for households
Gross risk-free rate after tax from time t to t + 1 for ﬁrms
Household j’s wealth level at time t before consumption
Number of households in the economy
Length of investment horizon in periods

L
Ct, j

τE
τB
τC

τC
Rt
Ot

t
Dt
Pt
Vt
Gt
t
R
t
R
Wt, j
n
N

With homogeneity in households’ endowments, all households
would pay as much in taxes as they receive in transfers. Hence,
the redistributive tax system would not affect their behavior. Similarly, as mentioned above, without the redistributive tax system we
know that the households would neither trade with each other nor
issue bonds, and their consumption and equity shares would correspond to their initial endowments. Heterogeneity in households’
endowments combined with the linear redistribution mechanism
causes households to trade with each other.
The linear redistribution mechanism simultaneously implies
that the government neither builds up wealth nor debt. In our
endowment economy, output is exogenously given. As a result,
any government intervention can only result in a reallocation of
consumption opportunities among households. Such reallocations,
however, are already implemented through the redistributive tax
system. There is no further scope for ﬁscal policy. Within the time
horizon of our model, any government debt has to be settled by
the households.7 Hence, households will never consider government debt as net wealth (Barro, 1974).
Given that the net supply of the risk-free asset traded among
households is zero, tax revenues at time t only depend on the company’s dividend, Dt , the aggregate amount of company bonds outstanding, δta , and the change in the value of the ﬁrm, Pt − Pt−1 . The
change in the value of the ﬁrm may be negative during a bust in
the economy. However, we want the net value of aggregate production, which is the dividend corrected for the value adjustment
of the capital stock, to be positive. This ensures that the capital
tax base from ownership in the Lucas tree is non-negative and
that the company is solvent at the horizon date. Hence, we require Pt + Dt − Pt−1 ≥ 0 for all t, and Section 3.1 provides a formal
restriction on the degree of corporate leveraging that ensures this
condition.8

7
We explicitly disregard the opportunity that the government can embark on a
Ponzi scheme and ignore its long-run budget constraint.
8
Whereas the restriction Pt + Dt − Pt−1 ≥ 0 has the desirable feature of guaranteeing a net value of production and a non-negative tax basis, technically, it is not
a requirement for our analysis. Our model has the same closed-form solution without this restriction.

2.4. The debt tax shield
Whether a government implements a debt tax shield or not
should, among others, be heavily driven by two normative considerations. On the one hand, not having a debt tax shield may
be considered desirable as it increases the tax base, thus leads to
higher tax revenues, and ultimately to a lower degree of inequality among the households’ lifetime consumption opportunities. On
the other hand, not having a debt tax shield may be considered
undesirable as it leads to a double-taxation of interest at both the
company level and the level of the ﬁnal recipient of the interest
payment.
Whether the debt tax shield applies to a company’s interest expenses or not has important implications for its optimal capital
structure, because the debt tax shield reduces the after-tax cost of
debt. The debt tax shield also has a ﬁrst-order effect on the dividend, Dt , paid out to the company’s shareholders:

t−1 δ a + δ a ,
Dt = (1 − τC )Ot − R
t
t−1

(3)

where

t−1 = 1 + rt−1 (1 − 
R
τC )

(4)

is the company’s gross after-tax risk-free rate from time t − 1 to
time t, after accounting for whether the debt tax shield exists or
not, and


τC =


τC with debt tax shield
0

without debt tax shield

(5)

is the tax rate on interest expenses at the corporate level.9 With
the debt tax shield, the company faces lower debt servicing costs,
implying a higher dividend paid out to its shareholders. The debt
tax shield also reduces the tax basis for corporate proﬁts and thus
the government’s tax revenues. With the debt tax shield, the government’s net tax revenues from taxing interest on the household
level minus the tax credit granted on the corporate level are nonnegative if τ B ≥ τ C , which we therefore assume throughout.
9
We do not explicitly regard the case, where interest expenses are deductible,
but the tax compensation for deductions is lower than the tax paid on corporate
τC < τC ). Our model can be readily applied to these cases.
proﬁts (0 < 
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2.5. Determination of corporate levering

Third, the household receives income from its holdings of the riskfree asset and company bonds of

An endogenous determination of corporate leverage is important for understanding the general equilibrium implications of the
corporate debt tax shield. In our paper we allow the representative
ﬁrm to endogenously choose its optimal capital structure within
the Modigliani and Miller (1958) framework, where there is no risk
of bankruptcy.10
We follow one of the standard assumptions in the literature
and take for granted that the representative ﬁrm chooses a constant leverage ratio, L = δta /Pt . The use of a constant leverage ratio is usually referred to as the Miles-Ezzell assumption (Miles and
Ezzell, 1980). It is used in the work of Cooper and Nyborg (2006,
2008), among others, and it is consistent with our constant returns
to scale assumption for the growth process of aggregate output.
The total tax burden on equity is independent of whether the
debt tax shield applies or not. It is given by the corporate tax
rate τ C and the tax rate on equity income, τ E , as τC + τE (1 − τC ).
The total tax burden on interest income, however, depends on
whether the debt tax shield applies or not. Without the debt tax
shield, the total tax burden on interest income is τC + τB (1 − τC );
that is, the ﬁrm operates with leverage if τ B < τ E in that case.
With the debt tax shield, the total tax burden on interest income is just τ B . Hence, the ﬁrm chooses a positive leverage if
τB < τC + τE (1 − τC ), equivalent to 1 − τB > (1 − τC )(1 − τE ). That
is, if the after tax value of a unit payout from the ﬁrm as interest payment, 1 − τB , is larger than the after tax value of a unit
payout from the ﬁrm as dividends, (1 − τC )(1 − τE ). In particular, for τE < τB ≤ τE + τC (1 − τE ), the ﬁrm operates with leverage
when the debt tax shield applies and without when it does not
apply. More speciﬁcally, later in Theorem 1, item 4, we show that
when it is optimal for the ﬁrm to operate with corporate leverage,
it is optimal for the ﬁrm to choose the maximum possible degree
of leverage. In subsection 4.6, we exogenously vary the degree of
corporate leverage to explore the impact of other degrees of leverage.

2.6. The households’ optimization problem
A household can invest in the right to future consumption output Ct at time t in three ways. First, it can invest in equity, directly receiving its proportional share, αt−1, j , of the dividend Dt
from the production process. Second, the household can invest an
amount, δt−1, j , in corporate bonds, for which the repayment at
time t, δt−1, j Rt−1 , is unrelated to the outcome of the production
process. Third, households have the opportunity to issue or invest
in risk-free bonds that are traded among them. The amount invested in such bonds from time t − 1 to t by household j is denoted
βt−1, j and provides the household with a payment of βt−1, j Rt−1 at
time t.
Household j’s wealth after accounting for tax effects consists of
ﬁve components. First, the household owns its share of the Lucas
tree, αt−1, j Pt . Second, the household receives its share of the dividend passed from the company to its shareholders. After accounting for the taxation of the dividend, this leaves the household with
an income of

αt−1, j (1 − τE )Dt .
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(6)

10
Allowing the representative ﬁrm to default would imply that the corporate sector as a whole is defaulting. Allowing for individual corporate defaults in a general
equilibrium setting requires a more elaborate corporate sector with many and different ﬁrms with different capital structures. We are not aware that analyses of this
kind exist in the literature so far, and it is outside the scope of the present paper.

βt−1, j + δt−1, j Rt−1 ,

(7)

where

t−1 = 1 + rt−1 (1 − τB )
R

(8)

is the household’s gross risk-free rate from time t − 1 to t after
accounting for the taxation of interest payments on the household
level. Fourth, the household has to pay capital gain taxes on the
appreciation of the value of its equity holdings:

αt−1, j τE (Pt − Pt−1 ).

(9)

Finally, the household receives transfer income. The household’s
transfer income depends on the amount of taxes that tax authorities collect, which in turn consists of four components. First, the
government generates a tax revenue of τ E Dt by taxing households’
a
dividends. Second, τB rt−1 δt−1
is the tax revenue from taxing households’ interest income. Third, taxing households’ capital gains gives
a tax revenue of τE (Pt − Pt−1 ). Finally, the government taxes the
company’s proﬁt, t , at the corporate tax rate τ C :



t =

a
Ot − rt−1 δt−1
Ot

with debt tax shield
without debt tax shield.

(10)

Total tax revenues are thus given by
a
τE Dt + τC t + τB rt−1 δt−1
+ τE (Pt − Pt−1 )
a
= τE (Pt + Dt − Pt−1 ) + τC t + τB rt−1 δt−1
,

(11)

of which each household receives its share 1/n.
A removal of an existing debt tax shield, ceteris paribus, always
leads to corporate proﬁts of a levered ﬁrm being taxed more heavily irrespective of whether the corporation decides to keep operating with corporate leverage after the removal of the debt tax shield
or not. Similar to, for example, an increase in the tax rate on equity income, τ E , a removal of the debt tax shield thus results in an
additional transfer of wealth.11
Eqs. (10) and (11) show that total tax revenues contain a risky
component, τC Ot + τE (Pt + Dt − Pt−1 ), which depends on the evolution of the economy and, when the ﬁrm operates with levera
age, a risk-free part: (τB − τC )rt−1 δt−1
with the debt tax shield, and
a
τB rt−1 δt−1
without. That is, the redistributive tax system not only
redistributes wealth from richer to poorer households, but simultaneously transfers macroeconomic risk, which households have to
take into account when making their consumption-investment decisions.
Eqs. (10) and (11) reveal that the level of tax revenues is affected through two channels whether the debt tax shield applies or
not. First, as already outlined in Section 2.5, the debt tax shield affects whether the corporation levers up or not. Second, conditional
on corporate levering, the debt tax shield determines the level of
risk-free tax revenues from taxation of interest payments.
Household j’s wealth before trading and consumption at time t
is then given by:

Wt, j =

αt−1, j Pt + αt−1, j (1 − τE )Dt
t−1 − αt−1, j τE (Pt − Pt−1 )
+ βt−1, j + δt−1, j R
+

1
n

a
.
τE (Pt + Dt − Pt−1 ) + τC t + τB rt−1 δt−1

(12)

11
In contrast to an increased tax rate on equity income, however, the removal of
the debt tax shield does not alter the amount of macroeconomic risk transferred
between households, implying that households should react differently to a reduction in τ E and a removal of the debt tax shield.
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Household j’s optimization problem then becomes:

2. The value of the ﬁrm’s equity, Pt , is given by:


1
1
1 −γ
1 −γ
max
C0, j +
ρ t E0
C
N ,{α ,β ,δ }t=N−1 } 1 − γ
1
−
γ t, j
{{Ct, j }t=
t, j
t, j t, j t=0
t=0

Pt =

N

(13)

t=1

1 Q
1
E [Pt+1 ] +
(1 − τC )EtQ [Ot+1 ],
K t
K (1 + L )

Ct, j = Wt, j − αt, j Pt −

βt, j + δt, j

(14)

αN, j = βN, j = δN, j = 0.

(15)

Having introduced the household’s optimization problem, we
next turn to a derivation of the general equilibrium implications of
the debt tax shield and corporate debt for asset prices and households’ consumption-investment strategies.

3.1. Asset pricing
We begin the presentation of the general-equilibrium solution
of the optimization problem stated in Eqs. (13) through (15) by
summarizing results on corporate valuation and the risk-free rate.
To ensure a ﬁnite ﬁrm value even when the length of the investment horizon, N, goes to inﬁnity, we require the ﬁrm’s discount
factor to exceed the expected gross growth rate of the real investment under the risk-neutral measure. In order to guarantee this,
we require that



ρ E G1−γ < min (1, GM ).

(16)

A suﬃcient (but not necessary) condition for this inequality to hold
is ρ < 1, γ ≥ 1, and GM ≥ 1. Furthermore, we impose the following
exogenous constraint to the degree of leverage for the representative ﬁrm:

r
1 GM 1 + 1−τE − Ḡ
L≤
,

Ḡ − GM
R

(17)

where Ḡ ≡ EQ [G] and EQ denotes the expectation operator under
the risk-neutral measure. In the proof of Theorem 1, we show that
this constraint on corporate leverage ensures a non-negative tax
base from taxing company income. It holds for L = 0 but imposes
a constraint on the maximum degree of corporate leverage relative
to the volatility of the growth process. Similarly, we show in the
proof of Theorem 1 that for Ḡ > 1,

r
1−τE

1+
− Ḡ
 Ḡ − 1
R

(18)

is a suﬃcient (but not necessary) condition for the dividend
paid out to shareholders being non-negative. For Ḡ ≤ 1, the nonnegativity of the dividend is trivially fulﬁlled. We report our results
in Theorem 1 parametrically in the degree of corporate leverage to
facilitate the interpretation of some of our results:12
Theorem 1. For the risk-free rate and corporate valuation, it holds
that:
1. The gross risk-free rate after taxation on household level is constant and given by

≡ 1 +
R
r = 1 + r ( 1 − τB ) =

1

ρ E[G−γ ]

=

Ḡ

ρ E[G1−γ ]


1
r
L

+
r,
1 + L 1 − τE
1+L

(21)

and K > Ḡ. The value of the ﬁrm’s equity can be expressed explicitly as

Pt =

1 1 − (Ḡ/K )N−t
Ḡ(1 − τC )Ot
1+L
K − Ḡ

N−t
1 
=
1+L
j=1

Ḡ
K

j

(1 − τC )Ot .

(22)

For t < N, Pt is lower without the debt tax shield for a levered ﬁrm.
For N → ∞, the value of the ﬁrm’s equity from Eq. (22) takes on
the form:
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L≤

(20)

where

K =1+

s.t.

PN = 0,

.

(19)

Given the parameter restriction in Eq. (16), the interest rates before
and after taxation on household level are positive: r > 0 and 
r > 0.
12
In our numerical examples in Section 4, we assume that corporate leverage is
determined endogenously as the maximum degree of leverage allowed, consistent
with an objective of maximizing ﬁrm value.

Pt =

1 Ḡ(1 − τC )
Ot .
1 + L K − Ḡ

(23)

3. The total ﬁrm value, Vt , consists of the value of the ﬁrm’s equity,
Pt , and the value of debt, δta . It is given by

Vt = Pt + δta = Pt (1 + L ) =

1 − (Ḡ/K )N−t
K − Ḡ

Ḡ(1 − τC )Ot .

(24)

P +δ a

The ﬁrm-value-to-output ratio, V Ot = t O t , is time-dependent,
t
but state-independent at any given point in time. For a levered
ﬁrm, the total ﬁrm value and the ﬁrm-value-to-output ratio are
lower without the debt tax shield. For N → ∞, the total ﬁrm value
from Eq. (24) converges to

Vt = Pt + δta =

Ḡ(1 − τC )
K − Ḡ

Ot .

(25)

4. Whenever there is a tax advantage to using debt, the total ﬁrm
value is increasing in the degree of leverage L. In this case it
is therefore optimal for the ﬁrm to choose the maximum degree of corporate leverage that fulﬁlls the solvency constraint from
Eq. (17). Furthermore, the incentive to lever up, interpreted as the
relative increase in the total ﬁrm value, Vt , as a result of an increase in L, is increasing in the corporate tax rate τ C .
Proof. A detailed proof of all items in Theorem 1 can be found
in the Online Appendix available at https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/
papers.cfm?abstract_id=3312646. 
Theorem 1 shows that corporate debt and the debt tax shield
affect the pricing of the risk-free and the risky asset differently.
According to item 1, the existence of corporate debt and the debt
tax shield does not affect the risk-free rate. Eq. (19) reveals that the
well-known formula for the risk-free rate of interest – adjusted for
the taxation of interest on household level – applies.13
In line with what has been excessively documented in the literature on partial equilibrium, Theorem 1, item 2, conﬁrms that the
debt tax shield also affects corporate valuation in general equilib, is higher without
rium. The company’s interest rate after taxes, R
the debt tax shield. Hence, the discounting factor K increases, in
turn resulting in a decrease in the value of the ﬁrm’s equity, Pt .
When interest expenses are not tax deductible on the corporate
level, the tax burden of a levered ﬁrm increases. Consequently, the
share of output that goes to equity holders decreases along with
the value of the ﬁrm’s equity.
13
See, e.g., Rubinstein (1974),
Rubinstein (1976), Theorem 4.

Section

4
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The discount factor K from Eq. (21) shows that the interest
rate used for discounting the future price of equity and ﬁrm output takes a form similar to the weighted average cost of capital
(WACC). WACC is typically applied under the physical measure, but
in our setting, with risk-averse households, the WACC formula applies under the risk-neutral measure.14 Under this measure, the
households’ required rate of return on equity income after taxes
corresponds to the risk-free rate after taxes. With a tax rate on equity income of τ E , the rate of return before taxes has to be 1−rτ to
E
provide households with a rate of return of 
r after taxes. The ﬁrm’s
cost of debt after corporate taxes is 
r. Eq. (21) thus shows that the
ﬁrm’s cost of capital is a weighted average of its cost of equity and
debt with weights given by their respective fractions of the ﬁrm’s
capital structure.
If there is a tax advantage from using corporate debt, the total ﬁrm value and the ﬁrm-value-to-output ratio increase in the
ﬁrm’s leverage ratio. Furthermore, from Theorem 1, item 4, this incentive is increasing in the corporate tax rate τ C . In the case with
tax neutrality between equity and debt ﬁnancing, i.e., when the
, leverage
Miller (1977) conditions hold with 1−rτ = 
r and K = R
E
has no effect on corporate valuation. Despite the fact that households are taxed on their income, the corresponding tax rates, τ E
and τ B , are irrelevant for corporate valuation in this case; the corporate tax rate is the only tax rate that matters. In other words,
even with tax neutrality between equity and debt ﬁnancing, where
, the debt tax shield has an impact on corporate valuation by
K=R
.
affecting R
In the more commonly studied framework, also referred to as
the “classical system”, it holds that τ C > 0 and τB = τE . Dividend
income is then subject to full double taxation, and the degree of
leverage matters for corporate valuation due the tax-favored treatment of debt ﬁnancing. However, the tax rates at the household
level do not enter the discount factor K:



K =1+r 1−

L
τC
1+L



=1+

1
L
r+
r (1 − τC ).
1+L
1+L

(26)

Except for the fact that we apply the risk-neutral measure instead
of the physical measure, this corresponds to the usual WACC formula found in practically any corporate ﬁnance textbook.15

thus has two opposing effects on the valuation of the ﬁrm when
there is a tax advantage to debt. On the one hand, the lower share
of output falling to equity holders suggests a decrease in the ﬁrm
value. On the other hand, the present value of the tax advantage
increases, thus pointing towards an increase in ﬁrm value. Which
of the two effects dominates depends on the exact parameter constellation and is investigated in more detail in our numerical examples in Section 4.3.
In general, the total ﬁrm-value-to-output ratio, VOt , depends
on corporate leverage and the corporate tax rate, but is stateindependent at any point in time. This is so, because the growth
process of output is i.i.d., rendering the total ﬁrm value a constant
multiple of output. When the length of the investment horizon, N,
goes to inﬁnity, the ﬁrm-value-to-output ratio is given by

VO =

Ḡ(1 − τC )
K − Ḡ

To investigate the relationship between corporate leverage and
the value of the ﬁrm’s equity in more detail, we distinguish between two cases. First, without the debt tax shield, there is typically no tax advantage of debt, because in real-world tax legislation, it usually holds that τ B ≥ τ E . Hence, the value of the ﬁrm’s
equity should decrease as the ﬁrm’s leverage ratio increases due
to the substitution of equity with debt. Second, with the debt tax
shield, corporate interest expenses become tax deductible, thus allowing for a tax advantage of debt if 1 − τB > (1 − τE )(1 − τC ). In
that situation, higher corporate leverage can increase the value of
the ﬁrm’s equity, because it decreases the ﬁrm’s cost of capital,
thus implying a positive present value for the ﬁrm.
In contrast to the value of the ﬁrm’s equity, Pt , a change in corporate leverage does not cause a substitution effect in the total
ﬁrm value, Vt . For the total ﬁrm value, higher corporate leverage
only results in a wealth effect. An increase in the corporate tax rate
14
There is a debate in the corporate valuation literature about whether risk adjustments should be implemented by using the traditional WACC (risk adjustment
“in the denominator”) or by subtracting a risk premium directly in the expected
future payments (risk adjustment “in the numerator”). We refer to Christensen and
Feltham (2009) and the references therein for a more elaborate discussion.
15
A thorough discussion in a more traditional corporate ﬁnance context is found
in, e.g., Berk and DeMarzo (2013), chapter 15 (“Debt and Taxes”), and in section 18.8
(“Advanced Topics in Capital Budgeting”).

,

(27)

which is a variant of the classical Gordon growth formula (Gordon
and Shapiro, 1956; Gordon, 1959). The only term in Eq. (27) that
changes with corporate leverage is the ﬁrm’s discount factor K.
To illustrate how corporate leverage affects the ﬁrm value under these more general conditions, we compare the ﬁrm-value-tooutput ratio from Eq. (27) in settings with and without corporate
leverage. When KU denotes the value of K for an unlevered ﬁrm
and KL its counterpart for a levered ﬁrm, the value of a debt tax
shield is given by

Ḡ(1 − τC )
KL − Ḡ
=

−

Ḡ(1 − τC )
KL − Ḡ

Ḡ(1 − τC )
KU − Ḡ



L
r
1+L

KU − KL

= Ḡ(1 − τC )

1−τB
1−τE

(KL − Ḡ )(KU − Ḡ )

− (1 − τC )

KU − Ḡ

(28)

.

For a levered ﬁrm it is positive when there is a tax advantage
of using corporate debt. In the classical system with identical tax
rates on equity returns and interest payments on the household
level (τB = τE ), Eq. (28) simpliﬁes to

Ḡ(1 − τC )
KL − Ḡ

3.2. Leverage and corporate valuation
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L
rτC
.
1 + L KU − Ḡ

(29)

Eq. (29) corresponds to Eq. (10) in Cooper and Nyborg (2006), except for the fact that due to the households’ assumed risk aversion,
our formula is under the risk-neutral and not the physical measure.
Overall, our results in this section show that the risk-free rate
is unaffected by the corporate tax rate, corporate leverage, and the
debt tax shield. The value of the ﬁrm’s equity as well as the total
ﬁrm value, however, are affected by the corporate tax rate, corporate leverage, and the debt tax shield. This is so despite the fact
that aggregate consumption is exogenously given and that all taxes
are returned to the agents via the transfers.
3.3. Consumption-investment policies
Having presented closed-form solutions for the valuation of the
ﬁrm and the risk-free rate as well as the impact of leverage on
corporate valuation in Section 3.2, we next show how corporate
leverage and the debt tax shield affect households’ consumption
and investment strategies in general equilibrium. Our key ﬁndings
are summarized in Theorem 2:
Theorem 2. The allocation of macroeconomic risk is in accordance
with a linear sharing rule relative to the distribution of wealth after
taxes. For household j’s consumption and investment policies, it holds
that:
1. The position in the risk-free asset from time t − 1 to t is given by
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1 1
βt−1, j + δt−1, j =  − αt−1, j τE Pt−1
R n


1
τE   r
α
+ LPt−1
R + [
τ
C − τB ] .
t−1, j (1 − τE ) +

n

R

n

(30)

For N → ∞, the position in the risk-free asset is proportional to
output with a constant proportionality factor given by:

βt−1, j + δt−1, j







1
1
1
− α j τE

Ot−1
1
+
L
n
R



L
τ
r
α j (1 − τE ) + E R + [
+
τC − τB ] ,
1+L
n
n
= VO

(31)

where VO is the limiting value of the value-to-output ratio from
Eq. (27).
2. The equity share, α t, j , is given by



αt, j

t

1
= +
Xi
n




α0, j −

i=1



1
,
n

t = 1, . . . , N − 1,

(32)

where

1 + 1V−OτiC
Xi = N−1
< 1.
K V Oi
 1−τC
k=i+1 Xk + R

(33)

The deviation from an equal distribution of equity holdings diminishes over time. It diminishes at a faster rate without the debt tax

shield; i.e., ti=1 Xi is smaller without the debt tax shield.
At time t = 0, it holds that

α0, j =

1
+
n



α0−, j −


1
n

V O0
1−τC
N−1
K V O0
 (1−τC )
k=1 Xk + R

1+

1

( 1 − τE )

.

1
+
n



α0−, j −



1
1
.
n 1 − τE

(35)

3. The consumption policy is given by a constant share of aggregate
output:

Ct, j
=
Ot



αN−1, j −



1
1
(1 − τE )(1 − τC ) + .
n
n

(36)

Consumption shares vary less among households without the debt
tax shield. For N → ∞, the consumption policy is given by a constant share of aggregate output:





Ct, j
1
K
0−, j 1 − τC − V O
= +α
−1

Ot
n
R



.

1

1

R

n

βt, j + δt, j = Vt

− αt, j



τE + LPt αt, j .

(38)

(34)

The initial deviation from equal equity holdings is enlarged relative
to the households’ initial endowments; i.e., |α0, j − 1n | > |α0−, j −
1
n |. For N → ∞, the equity share is a constant and given by:

αj =

In the absence of corporate levering, i.e., for L = 0, the bond
position in Eq. (30) is positive for poorer households with belowaverage equity investments. The bond position is proportional to
τ E times the total ﬁrm value Pt−1 . That is, the imputed macroeconomic risk resulting from the redistributive tax system causes
poorer households to decrease their equity holdings and to establish a long position in the risk-free asset instead. This is the ﬁrst
term in Eq. (30).
With corporate levering (L > 0), additional effects affect the
bond position. All of them are proportional to the amount of cora
porate debt δt−1
= LPt−1 . When the ﬁrm operates with corporate
leverage, any equity holder incurs an implicit short position in
corporate bonds. After accounting for the taxation of ﬁrm proﬁts
on household level and the resulting redistributions, the implicit
/R
 α
short position has a present value of R
t−1, j (1 − τE ) + τE /n
per unit of corporate debt. As Eq. (30) shows, household j holds
a corresponding long position in its portfolio in order to undo
this short position. The term (r/n )(
τC − τB ) corrects for the difference between the tax treatment of interest income at the ﬁrm and
household levels and the implied effect on redistribution. Simultaneously, this hedging demand insures that aggregate demand for
corporate bonds meets aggregate supply.
When the tax system is neutral and the Miller 1977 conditions
hold, 1 − τB = (1 − 
τC )(1 − τE ), corporate levering does not affect
tax revenues and transfers paid. The bond position becomes:

(37)

Proof. A detailed proof of all items in Theorem 2 can be found
in the Online Appendix available at https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/
papers.cfm?abstract_id=3312646. 
Our results in Theorem 2 show that corporate debt and the debt
tax shield not only affect corporate valuation but also households’
consumption-investment strategies. Our households are risk averse
and have identical degrees of risk aversion. They therefore strive
for a linear sharing rule with a time- and state-independent share
of aggregate household consumption and allocate macroeconomic
risk accordingly.
Households are exposed to macroeconomic risk through two
channels. They are directly exposed to it by holding equity, and
they are indirectly exposed to it via their transfer income. The level
of transfer income depends on tax revenues, which in turn depend
on the evolution of the economy. Hence, the redistributive tax system not only redistributes tax revenues but also macroeconomic
risk.

In this case, the value of the ﬁrm, Vt , as well as the tax revenue
are independent of corporate levering. The ﬁrst term therefore has
the same form as it would have for an all equity ﬁnanced ﬁrm. The
debt-related second term is proportional to the household’s equity
position. It neutralizes the equity holder’s implicit short position in
the risk-free asset.
Consumption shares vary less among households without the
debt tax shield (Theorem 2, item 3). Tax revenues and thus transfers are higher without the debt tax shield. Without the debt tax
shield, the corporate tax base is enlarged by the interest expenses
that, in the presence of the debt tax shield, would be tax-exempt.
Unlike investments into the ﬁrm’s equity, the interest rate is not
subject to macroeconomic risk in our model. In other words, the
additional tax revenues from removing an existing debt tax shield
are not subject to macroeconomic risk. Therefore removing an existing debt tax shield leads to an additional transfer of wealth to
poorer households, whereas the level of imputed macroeconomic
risk is not affected. Hence, without the debt tax shield, poorer
households attain higher consumption shares.
Item 2 in Theorem 2 shows that whenever there is a tax advantage of using debt, the initial deviation from equal equity holdings
is enlarged. That is, poorer households reduce their equity holdings from time t = 0 to t = 1, α 0, j , below their initial endowment,
α0−, j , whereas richer household increase their initial exposures beyond their initial endowments. However, deviations from an equal
distribution of equity holdings diminish over time. That is, the equity holdings of poorer households increase over time, whereas
those of richer households decrease. This pattern reﬂects the redistribution of wealth from richer to poorer households. The amount
of wealth redistributed is higher without the debt tax shield. Consequently, equity shares converge towards an equal distribution at
a faster rate without the debt tax shield.
The impact of the debt tax shield on a household’s equity exposure is mainly driven through two channels. First, there is a substitution effect. More speciﬁcally, without the debt tax shield, poorer
households receive a higher amount of transfer income that is not
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subject to macroeconomic risk.16 Consequently, these households
substitute bonds with equity holdings. Second, there is a wealth
effect. Without the debt tax shield, more wealth is transferred between households. Taking the present value of future transfers into
account, poorer households can thus ﬁnance a higher consumption share by decreasing their investments. This decrease in investments affects both their bond and equity holdings. That is, a
household’s exposure to equity is driven by two counteracting effects.
When the remaining investment horizon is long, the wealth effect is strong, implying lower equity exposures for poorer households without the debt tax shield. When the remaining investment
horizon is very short, the importance of the substitution effect
grows, and equity exposures for poorer households may be higher
without the debt tax shield.
To illustrate, consider household j’s equity exposure at time t =
0 from Eq. (34), which can be rewritten as:



α0, j −

1
n



=



α0−, j −


1 + 1V−Oτ0C
1
N−1
n
Xk + K
k=1

V O0
R 1−τC

1
.
1 − τE

(39)


Without the debt tax shield, VO0 and N−1
X take smaller numerk=1 k
ical values and K takes a larger numerical value. The effect on K
is independent from the length of the investment horizon, but the

effects on VO0 and N−1
X increase with the length of the investk=1 k
ment horizon. That is, for longer investment horizons, these two

VO
factors gain in importance and the denominator, N−1
X + K 1−τ0 ,
k=1 k
R

VO

C

eventually increases at a faster rate than the numerator, 1 + 1−τ0 .
C
In that case, the initial equity exposure, α 0, j , is smaller for poorer
households without the debt tax shield. If, however, the remaining
investment horizon is short, the numerator may grow at a faster
rate than the denominator and, hence, it can happen that α 0, j is
larger without the debt tax shield. Which of the two counteracting
effects on the equity share dominates thus depends on the length
of the remaining investment horizon as well as on the speciﬁc parameter constellation.
3.4. Economic growth
Our work builds on an endowment economy, in which the
growth rate of the economy is by deﬁnition exogenously determined. We acknowledge that tax shields as well as the level of corporate debt could have an impact on real investments and thus the
growth rate of the economy. Formulating and solving a productioneconomy model that explicitly investigates these effects goes beyond the scope of the present manuscript; but it is investigated in
Fischer and Jensen (2019) that builds on our paper and extends it
in that direction by investigating the implications of the corporate
debt tax shield for the growth rate of an economy with short-lived
capital.
In this section, we discuss whether the key prediction of our
model that the debt tax shield affects households’ consumptioninvestment strategies should be robust to an analysis in an
endowment-economy model.
In our model building on an endowment economy, the
channel through which the debt tax shield affects households’
consumption-investment decisions is the redistributive tax system.
The tax base depends on whether the debt tax shield applies. With
the debt tax shield, corporate interest expenses are tax exempt,
while with the debt tax shield, they are subject to taxation. Hence,
the government tax revenues depend, ceteris paribus, on whether
16
Introducing a debt tax shield results in a removal of a pure transfer of wealth
without affecting the transfer of macroeconomic risk. The introduction of a debt tax
shield therefore affects household investment policies differently than a reduction
in the corporate tax rate.
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the debt tax shield applies. Speciﬁcally, tax revenues are higher
in the absence of the debt tax shield. All tax revenues are immediately redistributed equally to the households to harmonize lifetime consumption opportunities among them. Since tax revenues
are higher in the absence of the debt tax shield, redistributions are
also higher in the absence of the debt tax shield. That is, in the
absence of the debt tax shield, our endowment-economy model
predicts a higher degree of harmonization of lifetime consumption
opportunities among households. Knowing that in the absence of
the debt tax shield poorer households receive higher future transfer income, they consume more and save less at a younger age.
In a growth economy, in which economic growth is determined
endogenously, the channel through which the debt tax shield
affects household consumption-investment decisions is the same
as in our endowment economy model. In a growth economy, the
tax base again depends on whether the debt tax shield applies.
As in the endowment economy, the government’s tax revenue
thus depends on whether the debt tax shield applies or not, and
tax revenues are higher in the absence of the debt tax shield.
With tax revenues again being equally distributed among the
households in the economy to harmonize lifetime consumption
opportunities among then, redistributions are thus again higher in
the absence of the debt tax shield. Consequently, also in a growth
economy, a higher degree of harmonization of lifetime consumption opportunities among households should be achieved in the
absence of the debt tax shield. As in an endowment economy,
the poorer households know that in the absence of the debt tax
shield, their future transfer income will be higher. Hence, they
should also consume more and save less at a younger age in a
growth economy. In other words, a production-economy model
should yield the same key prediction about how the debt tax
shield affects households’ consumption-investment decisions.
This intuition is backed up by the work of Fischer and
Jensen (2019) that investigates the general equilibrium implications
of the debt tax shield in a production economy. The main difference is that in a production economy setting, the interest rate as
well as the dynamics of aggregate consumption become endogenous. Other key insights of our work are valid in both a production
and an endowment economy setting.
Overall, our results in this section show that the debt tax shield
not only affects corporate leverage and valuation, but, in general
equilibrium, also households’ consumption and investment decisions. Whether a households’ equity and consumption share increases or decreases with the ﬁrm’s leverage ratio depends on the
households’ initial endowment and on whether there is a tax advantage from corporate debt or not. In particular, it depends on
whether the debt tax shield applies or not. In Section 4, we illustrate these relationships in more detail and investigate the quantitative effects of the debt tax shield.
4. Quantitative effects
In this section, we illustrate the quantitative implications of
the debt tax shield on corporate leverage, the ﬁrm value, and
households’ consumption-investment strategies. We focus on a setting with two households, which allows us to depict our results in graphical from. Theorem 2 reveals that a household’s
consumption-investment strategies solely depend on its initial endowment, α0−, j , relative to that of a household with an average
initial endowment, 1/n. In particular, a household’s consumptioninvestment strategy is otherwise independent from the allocation
of initial endowments among the other households. Hence, given
the relation of a given household j’s initial endowment, α0−, j , relative to that of a household with an average initial endowment,
1/n, the number of other households does not affect household j’s
consumption-investment strategy. Focusing on a setting with only
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Fig. 1. Impact of debt tax shield on leverage and ﬁrm value. This ﬁgure depicts the impact of the debt tax shield on the ﬁrm’s leverage ratio (left panel) and the
ﬁrm-value-to-output ratio (right panel). The solid lines show results with the debt tax shield, the dashed lines without.

two households is therefore not a restrictive assumption. We set
α0−,1 = 0.2, indicating that household 1 is a relatively poor household with an initial endowment of 20% of aggregate initial wealth,
corresponding to 40% of the average initial endowment.17
The well-known aggregation properties of the constant relative risk aversion utility function (Merton, 1971; Rubinstein, 1974;
Brennan and Kraus, 1978) imply that the setting with two households can also be interpreted as a setting with two groups of
households: one group of identical relatively poor households with
initial endowments below 1/n and another group of relatively rich
households with initial endowments above 1/n.
In our numerical examples, we want to illustrate both immediate and long-term consequences of corporate debt and the debt
tax shield. We therefore choose an investment horizon of N = 60
periods and assume one period corresponds to one year. We set
the expected growth rate of aggregate output and its volatility
to μ = 2.0% and σ = 2.1%, respectively, corresponding to the expected growth rate of real per capita consumption and its volatility estimated by Constantinides and Ghosh (2011). For simplicity,
we focus on a setting with M = 2 possible relations of g throughout our numerical examples, implying that the two possible realizations of g are g1 = 4.1% and g2 = −0.1%.18 The degree of risk
aversion and the time-preference parameter are set to γ = 1 and
ρ = 0.98, which are in the range of values typically considered in
the literature.19

leverage ratio is L = 1.39. That is, matching the empirical evidence
in, e.g., Givoly et al. (1992), Graham (1996, 1999), Gordon and
Lee (2001), Graham and Lucker (2006), Longstaff and Strebulaev (2014), Doidge and Dyck (2015), Heider and Ljungqvist (2015),
Faulkender and Smith (2016), and Ljungqvist et al. (2017), the debt
tax shield heavily affects the ﬁrm’s optimal capital structure decision.20
The right panel of Fig. 1 depicts the time-dependent but stateindependent ﬁrm-value-to-output ratio, VOt . Conﬁrming our results from Theorem 1, item 3, this graph shows that the ﬁrmvalue-to-output ratio is lower without debt tax shield. This makes
intuitive economic sense, because without the debt tax shield, a
smaller share of output can be paid out to the equity holders. As
a consequence, the price of equity and the ﬁrm value decrease. At
time t = 0, the ﬁrm-value-to-output ratio is 9.2% higher with the
debt tax shield. That is, the debt tax shield increases the ﬁrm value
by 9.2%, which is in the same order of magnitude as in the empirical studies of Graham (20 0 0), Kemsley and Nissim (20 02), and
vanBinsbergen et al. (2010). The ﬁrm-value-to-output ratio and the
value of the debt tax shield decrease over the remaining investment horizon, reﬂecting that both the present value of future dividends and the value of the debt tax shield decrease when the remaining investment horizon shortens.

4.2. Consumption-investment decisions
4.1. Corporate valuation
Having introduced our base-case parameter choice, we next
turn to illustrating how the debt tax shield affects corporate leverage and valuation. The left panel of Fig. 1 depicts how the debt tax
shield affects the ﬁrm’s leverage ratio, the right panel how it affects the ﬁrm’s value-to-output ratio. The solid lines show results
with the debt tax shield, the dashed lines without.
The tax rates in our numerical example are set to the – now
historical – top tax rates for U.S. households and corporations, i.e.,
τE = 20%, τC = 35%, and τB = 39.6%. With these tax rates, the level
of corporate debt is zero without the debt tax shield. With the
debt tax shield, we set the degree of leverage to its exogenously
imposed upper limit throughout section 4.5 to maximize the effect
that the debt tax shield is allowed to have on the ﬁrm value. With
the parameter constellation chosen here, this maximum possible
17
We also explored results for other levels of the poorer household’s initial endowment, α0−,1 . Given that such changes do not affect our results qualitatively, we
do not report them here.
18
We explored the robustness of our results compared to other choices of the distribution of g. Given that these changes only affect our results quantitatively, they
are not reported here but are available from the authors upon request.
19
We explored the robustness of our results to other levels of γ and ρ . Given that
such changes do not affect our results qualitatively but only quantitatively, they are
not reported here.

Theoretical work on the corporate debt tax shield typically focuses on how the debt tax shield affects corporate valuation in partial equilibrium. For households’ consumption-investment strategies, however, it should matter whether we work in partial equilibrium and (implicitly) assume that the government does not spend
its tax revenues, or in general equilibrium, where tax revenues
are redistributed among households. In our general-equilibrium
model, tax revenues are redistributed among households in an
attempt to reduce disparities in lifetime consumption opportunities among richer and poorer households. In real-world tax legislation, governments have typically implemented some redistribution mechanism from richer to poorer households, where the exact form and the share of tax revenues spent on redistributions
varies between countries.21 Such redistributions in turn directly
affect households’ budget constraints and should thus affect their
consumption-investment strategies.

20
The leverage ratio of our ﬁrm is higher than the historical leverage rates reported in Graham et al. (2015), though. In our model, ﬁrms can adjust their equity
and debt outstanding at no cost in any period and are otherwise void of any friction. For our numerical illustrations we have exploited the tax shield to the limit.
21
In our stylized model, all tax revenues are spent on redistributions. In realworld tax legislation, this share should typically be smaller, which might quantitatively affect our results but should not alter them qualitatively.
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Fig. 2. Consumption-investment strategies in partial and general equilibrium. This ﬁgure depicts the impact of the debt tax shield on the poorer household 1’s share
of total household consumption (household 1’s consumption share, left panel) and its share of equity issued (right panel) in partial and general equilibrium. The solid and
the dashed lines show results in general equilibrium (GE) with the debt tax shield (DTS) and GE without (nDTS), respectively. The dash-dotted lines show results in partial
equilibrium (PE).

In Fig. 2, we therefore compare the impact of the debt tax
shield on the poorer household 1’s share of total household consumption (household 1’s consumption share, left panel) and its
equity exposure (right panel) in partial and general equilibrium.
The solid and the dashed lines show results in general equilibrium
(GE) with the debt tax shield (DTS) and the GE without (nDTS),
respectively. The dash-dotted lines show results in partial equilibrium (PE), where the poorer household 1’s share of total household
consumption and its equity exposure are independent of whether
the debt tax shield applies or not.
Both graphs in Fig. 2 show that households’ consumptioninvestment strategies are heavily affected by whether a partial
or a general-equilibrium model is applied. In general equilibrium,
the poorer household 1’s consumption share is signiﬁcantly higher
than in partial equilibrium and the equity share lower, stressing
that government policy has a ﬁrst-order effect on household behavior.
In general equilibrium, the poorer household 1’s consumption
share and equity exposure are affected by whether the debt tax
shield applies or not. In partial equilibrium, results are independent of whether the debt tax shield applies or not, reﬂecting the
absence of transfer income. Without transfer income, there is no
transfer of macroeconomic risk and households do not trade with
each other. Hence, their consumption shares and equity exposures
correspond to their initial endowments, irrespective of whether the
debt tax shield applies or not.
In general equilibrium, the poorer household 1’s consumption
share is higher without the debt tax shield, because the absence
of the debt tax shield implies higher tax revenues and thus larger
transfers from richer to poorer households. In contrast to, e.g., a
higher tax rate on corporate gains, the removal of the debt tax
shield solely results in an increased transfer of wealth but not
in an additional transfer of macroeconomic risk. This additional
wealth transfer implies an increase in the poorer household 1’s
consumption share by about 1.4 percentage points. The partial
equilibrium approach, however, predicts the consumption share to
be independent of whether the debt tax shield applies or not.
The right panel of Fig. 2 shows that not only the poorer household 1’s consumption share, but also its equity exposure, is heavily
affected by whether we work in partial or general equilibrium. In
general equilibrium, the poorer household 1’s equity holdings are
lower than the households’ initial endowment and are increasing
over the investment horizon, whereas in partial equilibrium, the
poorer household’s demand for equity is constant and independent of whether the debt tax shield applies or not. These results
are driven through three channels.
First, from the left panel of Fig. 2 and Theorem 2, item 3, we
know that in general equilibrium, poorer households’ consumption shares are higher than their initial endowments. To ﬁnance

a consumption share exceeding the initial endowment, the poorer
household 1 thus has to dissave, in turn suggesting a decrease
in the optimal equity exposure. The extent to which household 1
dissaves is higher without the debt tax shield, reﬂecting that the
higher future transfer income allows the poorer household 1 to ﬁnance a higher consumption share over the entire investment horizon. In other words, future transfer income causes a second effect,
namely a positive wealth effect for poorer households that is not
accounted for in oﬃcial statistics. Instead, this wealth effect represents the present value of future transfers. This wealth effect suggests an increase in the optimal equity exposure.
The order of magnitude of this wealth effect decreases over
time. Consequently, the poorer household 1 has to increase its savings over the life cycle to remain able to ﬁnance the desired consumption share. Given that the poorer household 1’s consumption
share is higher without the debt tax shield, household 1 has to
build up more wealth in that setting. With increasing household
savings, the optimal equity exposure is affected through a third
channel. To account for the implied decrease in imputed macroeconomic risk, the household increases its exposure to equity.
In partial equilibrium, there are no government transfers and,
hence, there is no wealth effect from them. Likewise, households
are not subject to imputed macroeconomic risk from the redistribution mechanism. That is, in partial equilibrium they are not
subject to the second and the third effect. Consequently, the linear
risk-sharing motive implies a constant equity share.
Overall, our results in this section show that a general equilibrium approach is necessary for a better understanding of the
implications of the debt tax shield for households’ consumptioninvestment policies. In fact, partial equilibrium leads to very different predictions about how the debt tax shield affects household
behavior. As a result, we focus on the general-equilibrium model
throughout and next turn to illustrating how the level of the corporate tax rate affects our results.
For corporate tax rates below 24.5%, there is a tax advantage
to using equity irrespective of whether the debt tax shield applies
or not. Hence, for such levels of the corporate tax rate, the ﬁrm
operates without corporate leverage (upper left panel of Fig. 3). For
levels of the corporate tax rate exceeding 24.5%, it remains optimal
to operate without leverage when no debt tax shield applies. With
the debt tax shield, however, there is now a tax advantage to debt
ﬁnancing and the ﬁrm operates with the maximum possible level
of corporate leverage that fulﬁlls Eq. (17) and guarantees a nonnegative dividend.
4.3. Impact of corporate tax rate
In this section, we illustrate the general-equilibrium impact of
the corporate tax rate. For that purpose, we vary this tax rate
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Fig. 3. Impact of corporate tax rate. This ﬁgure depicts the impact of the corporate tax rate on the ﬁrm’s leverage ratio (upper left panel), the ﬁrm-value-to-output ratio
at time t = 0 (upper right panel), the poorer household 1’s consumption share (lower left panel), and its equity exposure at time t = 0 (lower right panel). The solid lines
show results with the debt tax shield, the dashed lines without.

between τC = 0% and τC = 90%. In Fig. 3, we illustrate how the
corporate tax rate affects the ﬁrm’s leverage ratio (upper left
panel), the ﬁrm-value-to-output ratio at time t = 0 (upper right
panel), household 1’s consumption share (lower left panel), and its
exposure to equity at time t = 0 (lower right panel). The solid lines
show results with the debt tax shield, the dashed lines without.
The upper right panel of Fig. 3 shows how the level of the
corporate tax rate affects corporate valuation at time t = 0. For
levels of the corporate tax rate below 24.5%, results are identical
irrespective of whether the debt tax shield applies or not, because
the ﬁrm operates without leverage in both cases. In that region,
the ﬁrm-value-to-output ratio decreases linearly in the level of
the corporate tax rate, reﬂecting that the share of output going
to the shareholders decreases linearly with the corporate tax
rate. For levels of the corporate tax rate exceeding 24.5%, this
relationship remains valid without the debt tax shield where the
ﬁrm continues to operate without leverage.
With the debt tax shield, the ﬁrm operates with leverage and
corporate valuation is affected through two counteracting channels. First, the share of corporate proﬁts falling to shareholders
decreases, suggesting a decrease in the ﬁrm-value-to-output ratio
with increasing corporate tax rate. Second, the tax advantage to
corporate debt points to an increase in corporate valuation that increases in the level of the corporate tax rate, because the value of
the debt tax shield increases in the corporate tax rate. This second
effect results in a higher ﬁrm-value-to-output ratio when the debt
tax shield applies.
The lower left panel of Fig. 3 shows how the level of the
corporate tax rate affects the poorer household 1’s consumption
share. For levels of the corporate tax rate below 24.5%, results
are independent of whether the debt tax shield applies or not,
because the ﬁrm operates without leverage in both cases. In that
region, the poorer household 1’s consumption share increases
linearly in the level of the corporate tax rate, causing a direct
effect through the increasing transfers. For levels of the corporate
tax rate exceeding 24.5%, the poorer household 1’s consumption
share continues to increase linearly in the corporate tax rate when
the debt tax shield does not apply, because, in that case, the ﬁrm
continues to operate without leverage.

When the debt tax shield applies, however, the ﬁrm operates
with leverage for corporate tax rates exceeding 24.5%. In addition to the level of transfers generally increasing in the level of
the corporate tax rate, a counteracting second indirect effect inﬂuences household 1’s consumption share. Once the ﬁrm operates
with leverage, it reduces its taxable proﬁts, the tax basis for the
corporate tax rate. In other words, leverage reduces corporate tax
revenues and thus transfers. Hence, the poorer household 1’s consumption share should increase at a slower rate than without the
debt tax shield.
The lower right graph in Fig. 3 shows how the level of the corporate tax rate affects the poorer household 1’s equity exposure
at time t = 0. The bottom line result is that the level of the corporate tax rate only has a weak effect on households 1’s equity
exposure. From Eq. (35), asymptotically, the equity share is independent from the corporate tax rate, reﬂecting that the implied increased wealth transfer and transfer of macroeconomic risk offset
each other exactly. With an investment horizon of T = 60 periods,
we still observe a weak decrease in households 1’s equity exposure when the debt tax shield applies, indicating a faster rate of
convergence when the debt tax shield does not apply.
4.4. Impact of risk aversion
In this section, we ask how the degree of risk aversion, γ ,
affects optimal consumption and investment decisions. Intuitively,
optimal consumption and investment strategies should be affected
by the degree of risk aversion through two counteracting channels.
On the one hand, optimal consumption-investment strategies
should be affected by the elasticity of intertemporal substitution
(EIS). In our model with CRRA preferences, the degree of risk
aversion, γ , simultaneously determines the EIS, 1/γ . Hence, an
increase in the degree of risk aversion implies a decrease of the
EIS. Low level of the EIS indicate a strong willingness among the
households to achive a smooth consumption stream. In our endowment economy in which the households agree upon constant
consumption shares, attaining such a constant consumption share
should be most expensive (in terms of the consumption level
attained) for that household whose consumption share prior to
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Fig. 4. Impact of risk aversion. This ﬁgure depicts the impact of risk aversion on the poorer households 1’s consumption share (left panel) and its equity exposure at time
t = 0 (right panel). The solid lines show results with the debt tax shield, the dashed lines without.

trading is particularly volatile, i.e., for the poorer household who
receives volatile transfer income. In other words, with decreasing
EIS, the poorer households have to pay more in terms of the level
of their attainable consumption to attain a constant consumption
share. For this EIS-channel, an increase in risk aversion should
lead to a lower consumption share for the poorer household.
On the other hand, an increase in risk aversion leads to lower
expected returns on the assets and thus to lower expected redistributions. These effects should be particularly important in the absence of the debt tax shield, where redistributions are higher. From
this redistribution channel, an increase in risk aversion should lead
to a higher consumption share for the poorer households. In Fig. 4
we investigate whether one of these two channels systematically
dominates and further ask how the poorer household 1’s equity
share is affected by risk aversion.
From the left panel of Fig. 4, the poorer household 1’s consumption share increases in the degree of risk aversion for lower
levels of risk aversion, indicating that the effects from the redistribution channel outweigh the effects from the EIS channel. For
higher degrees of risk aversion, however, the poorer household 1’s
consumption share decreases in risk aversion, indicating that for
these levels of risk aversion, the EIS channel outweighs the redistribution channel. Without the debt tax shield, the redistribution
channel is ﬁrst outweighed by the EIS channel at a higher level of
risk aversion, reﬂecting that redistributions are generally higher in
the absence of the debt tax shield.
The left panel of Fig. 4 further shows that the gap between
consumption share in settings with and without debt tax shield
widens with the degree of risk aversion – particularly for low initial levels of risk aversion. This result reﬂects that the maximum
degree of corporate leverage increases in the degree of risk aversion, cf. Eqs. (17) and (18). Hence, the amount of transfer income
that is not subject to macroeconomic risk is lower, thus substantially weakening the EIS channel. As a consequence of the weakened EIS channel, the consumption share increases.
From the right panel of Fig. 4, the poorer household 1’s optimal equity share is only affected very little by the degree of
risk aversion, reﬂecting that in our general equilibrium endowment
economy model with an exogenously given supply of the risky asset, the primary role of this asset is to ensure a consumptionsmoothing policy that enables the households to attain constant
consumption shares.
4.5. Equivalent tax rates
Having depicted how the debt tax shield affects corporate valuation and households’ consumption and investment strategies, we
next ask by how much tax rates could be reduced, provided the
government removes an existing debt tax shield and poorer households are required to attain the same levels of welfare as before

Fig. 5. Reductions in tax rates from removing a debt tax shield. This ﬁgure
shows by how much tax rates can be reduced when an existing debt tax shield
is removed and all households must attain the same levels of welfare as before the
removal. The solid line shows by which common rate all tax rates can be reduced,
the dashed line by which rate the corporate tax rate, τ C , can be reduced, if all other
tax rates are held constant.

the removal of the debt tax shield.22 To quantify these reductions
in tax rates, we ask two questions:
1. How much can the corporate tax rate, τ C , be reduced when
keeping the tax rates on equity income, τ E , and on interest income on household level, τ B , constant?
2. How much can all three of these tax rates be reduced simultaneously?
From a more technical perspective, we change the way of
analyzing the implications of the debt tax shield in this section.
Whereas we have so far asked how the debt tax shield, cet.
par., affects corporate leverage as well as households’ optimal
consumption-investment decisions, we now take a different perspective and ask how much tax rates can be reduced after the
removal of an existing debt tax shield to attain the same level of
welfare for all households as before the removal of the debt tax
shield.
Fig. 5 depicts by how much tax rates can be reduced when an
existing debt tax shield is removed in order for the poorer households’ welfare levels to remain unaffected. The solid line shows by
which common rate all tax rates can be reduced, the dashed line
shows by which rate the corporate tax rate, τ C , can be reduced, if
all other tax rates are held constant. For corporate tax rates below 24.5%, the ﬁrm does not operate with leverage. Hence, the
22
When poorer households attain the same welfare levels, they also attain the
same consumption shares. Hence, richer households’ consumption shares are not
altered either, and they also attain the same welfare levels.
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Fig. 6. Impact of corporate leverage. This ﬁgure depicts the impact of corporate leverage on the ﬁrm-value-to-output ratio at time t = 0 (left panel) and the poorer
household 1’s consumption share (right panel). The solid lines show results with the debt tax shield, the dashed lines without.

removal of an existing debt tax shield does not have an impact on
households’ welfare, and tax rates thus cannot be reduced when
an existing debt tax shield is removed.
For tax rates exceeding 24.5%, the ﬁrm levers up to beneﬁt from
the debt tax shield. In that case, the debt tax shield reduces the
government’s tax revenues and the government can generate the
same amount of tax revenues with lower tax rates.
Welfare-preserving reductions in tax rates are driven by two
opposing effects. First, reductions in the government’s tax revenues
resulting from the debt tax shield are higher, the higher the corporate tax rate is. This effect suggests that possible reductions in
tax rates increase in the level of the corporate tax rate. Second,
along with the corporate tax rate, the government’s tax revenues
and redistributions increase. That is, with an increasing corporate
tax rate, an increasing share of output is redistributed, suggesting
that possible reductions in tax rates decrease in the level of the
corporate tax rate – especially when the initial level of the corporate tax rate is already high.
Our results in Fig. 5 show that for realistic levels of the corporate tax rate exceeding 24.5%, reductions in tax rates increase
in the level of the corporate tax rate. That is, the ﬁrst effect outweighs the second. For instance, with a corporate tax rate of 35%,
a removal of an existing debt tax shield allows for a reduction in
the corporate tax rate by 15%, i.e., a reduction to τC = 29%. Alternatively, the removal of the debt tax shield allows a decrease in all
tax rates by 11%. These values increase to reductions of 24% and
18%, respectively, when the corporate tax rate is 50%. For very high
levels of the corporate tax rate, reductions in tax rates decrease in
the level of the corporate tax rate, indicating that the second effect
outweighs the ﬁrst.
4.6. Impact of corporate leverage
In this section, we abandon the assumption of an endogenous
determination of corporate leverage subject to the solvency constraint from Eq. (17) and instead ask how different levels of corporate leverage affects our results. Further restrictions on the degree
of leverage may reﬂect ﬁnancial frictions such as borrowing constraints. In Fig. 6, we illustrate how the ﬁrm’s leverage ratio affects
the ﬁrm-value-to-output ratio at time t = 0 (left panel) and household 1’s consumption share (right panel). The solid lines show results with the debt tax shield, the dashed lines without.
The results in the left panel show that the ﬁrm-value-to-output
ratio at time t = 0 increases in the leverage ratio with the debt tax
shield and decreases without. The relationship between corporate
leverage and the ﬁrm-value-to-output ratio is nonlinear, because
an increase in the leverage ratio does not only imply an increase
in corporate debt, but simultaneously a decrease in ﬁrm equity.
With the debt tax shield, there is a tax advantage from using debt if 1 − τB > (1 − τE )(1 − τc ). With our parameter choice, it
holds that (1 − τB ) = 60.4% > 52% = (1 − τE )(1 − τc ). Hence, there

is a tax advantage from using corporate debt, and corporate leverage has a positive impact on the ﬁrm value. The ﬁrm-value-tooutput ratio therefore increases as leverage does. Without the debt
tax shield, there is a tax advantage of using equity: 1 − τE = 80% >
60.4% = 1 − τB . Without the debt tax shield, corporate leverage
thus has a negative impact on the ﬁrm value and the ﬁrm-valueto-output ratio decreases as the leverage ratio increases.
Without the debt tax shield, the total tax burden on bonds is
higher than on equity. Consequently, tax revenues and thereby redistribution increases in the level of corporate debt. The poorer
household 1’s consumption share is therefore higher, the more corporate debt the ﬁrm is operating with. With the debt tax shield,
however, the total tax burden on bonds is lower than that on equity. Hence, tax revenues and thereby redistributions decrease in
the level of corporate debt. Therefore, the poorer household’s consumption share decreases as corporate leverage increases.

5. Conclusion
This paper contributes to a growing strand of literature investigating the implications of the debt tax shield by exploring its
general-equilibrium implications for household behavior in a Lucas
tree economy with a redistributive tax system that taxes household
income and ﬁrm proﬁts and redistributes tax revenues in such a
way that relatively rich households are net contributors to poorer
ones.
Whereas the implications of the debt tax shield for corporate
leverage and valuation are well-understood in partial equilibrium,
understanding how the debt tax shield affects households’ consumption and investment decisions requires a general-equilibrium
framework. In this paper, we conﬁrm that consistent with what
has been documented in partial equilibrium, the debt tax shield
also increases corporate valuation in general equilibrium. However, partial and general-equilibrium approaches lead to opposite
predictions about how the debt tax shield affects poorer households’ consumption shares of aggregate production. Our partial
equilibrium approach predicts consumption shares to be constant
and independent of the existence of a debt tax shield, whereas
the general-equilibrium model shows that poorer households’ consumption shares in fact are higher in the absence of a debt tax
shield.
The channel through which poorer households’ consumption
shares are affected is the redistributive tax system. Without the
debt tax shield, the basis for taxation on the corporate level is
higher for a levered ﬁrm, leading to higher tax revenues and lower
returns on investing into ﬁrm equity. In general equilibrium, tax
revenues are redistributed among households, and poorer households receive more in transfers than they pay in taxes, thus enabling them to consume a share of aggregate output exceeding
their share of the aggregate initial endowment.
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To ﬁnance higher consumption shares, poorer households dissave at the beginning of the investment horizon. Yet, to ﬁnance
the higher consumption shares towards the end of the investment
horizon, they have to build up savings, which they do with the
help of their transfer income. These effects are stronger when no
debt tax shield applies, because consumption shares are more affected in that case. As a consequence, when no debt tax shield applies, equity shares vary more over time. Poorer households’ equity
shares are lower towards the beginning of the investment horizon
and higher at the end of the investment horizon.
In the absence of a debt tax shield, our model predicts that
the government can attain the same allocation of consumption
shares and welfare among households with signiﬁcantly lower tax
rates than in the presence of a debt tax shield. For example, with
tax rates of 20% on capital gains and dividends, 35% on corporate
proﬁts, and 39.6% on interest income on the household level, the
tax rate on corporate proﬁts could be reduced from 35% to 29%
when removing an existing debt tax shield without altering poorer
households’ welfare levels. Overall, this paper shows that, in addition to the well-documented impact of the debt tax shield on corporate valuation, the debt tax shield also heavily affects household
consumption and investments.
Our work can be extended in multiple directions. For example,
it would be interesting to investigate how heterogeneity in households’ preferences affects corporate valuation with and without the
debt tax shield. It would further be interesting to consider how
progressive taxation affects our results. We leave these interesting
issues for further research. In our endowment economy model, the
growth rate of the economy is exogenously determined. In future
work, it would be interesting to allow for an endogenous determination of economic growth to assess whether the debt tax shield
has a positive impact on economic growth. This issue is investigated in more detail in the work of Fischer and Jensen (2019).
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